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Tax news
Direct Taxes

The tax package approved by the Chamber
of Deputies
The Chamber of Deputies has approved the tax package as
part of third reading today.
The tax package has been approved in a wording reflecting
several amending motions. Some of the approved changes
in income taxation include:





Change in research and development tax relief;
Increase in the expense charge-off flat rate for sole
traders (OSVČ);
The possibility of reflecting IFRS impacts already in
the 2019 taxation period (financial institutions); and
Change in the withholding tax limit to an amount relevant
for health insurance payments.

As part of the tax package, a technical amendment to the VAT
Act, including a series of amending motions, has been
approved. If no additional changes are made to the wording
of the amendment in the follow-up legislation process, the key
changes in the VAT Act are expected to affect the following
areas:



Guidance on taxing vouchers (single-purpose and multipurpose vouchers);
New provisions on the date of taxable supply (ancillary
supplies to leases, long-term supplies);









Rules for delivering tax documents;
Finance lease definition (effective from 2020);
Lease of real estate and taxation option restriction
(effective from 2021);
Guidance on VAT deduction in respect of real estate
repairs;
VAT deduction claim upon registration;
Determination of the place of supply on electronicallyprovided services; and
Decrease in the VAT rate upon heat delivery.

The tax package is to be subsequently voted on in the Senate
and signed off by President. The general effectiveness
of these changes (with the exceptions noted above) will occur
on the first day of the month following the month in which
the amendment is published in the Collection of Laws (unless
specifically stipulated otherwise).
We keep monitoring the further development.
Tereza Tomanová
ttomanova@deloittece.com
Tomáš Brandejs
tbrandejs@deloittece.com

Public Consultation on Virtual Currencies
We would like to draw your attention to an initiative
of the Ministry of Finance (MF) which has raised the topic
of cryptocurrencies, or virtual assets, and the blockchain
technology.
We have received a document from the MF of approximately
30 pages summarising the MF’s findings and views concerning
blockchain and related topics. The document aims to solicit
the opinions of experts as regards opportunities for the legal
regulation of virtual assets and the use of blockchain
technology for the record-keeping of book-entry securities.
The document comprises a technical part, a summary

of applicable legislation in the Czech Republic and abroad
and an overview of the MF’s further course of action. Each
part summarises the MF’s attitude, or expertise, including
a question as to whether any objections have been raised by
experts.
If you are interested in this topic or would like to comment on
it, the respective document is available here.
Eduard Hájek
ehajek@deloittece.com
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Amendment to the Act on the Residence
of Foreign Nationals
The amendment to the Act on the Residence of Foreign
Nationals has been under discussion since June 2018. We
have previously informed you about the amendment to
the Act on the Residence of Foreign Nationals submitted by
the government and the essential changes proposed by
the amendment.
The draft bill includes the transposition of the EU directive
which simplifies the residence of foreign students
and research workers on the territory of the individual
member states and additionally regulates – among other
things – the setting of quotas for economic migrants
and obligatory adaptation-integration courses for certain
foreign nationals in the Czech Republic. Now we bring you
the latest news concerning the development of the legislative
process and a summary of other changes proposed in
the Chamber of Deputies.
In early December 2018, the last debate regarding the draft
bill took place in the Lower Chamber, and at present we are
waiting for the opinion of the relevant departments that focus
on the matters of residence of foreign nationals, which is
related to the delay of the entry into force. The following
changes to the Act have been proposed as part
of the legislative process:






It has been proposed to strike out the institute of the socalled extraordinary work visa due to the foreign national’s
inability to settle in the Czech Republic and obtain certain
rights here, inability to bring family to the Czech Republic
(albeit temporarily), work uncertainty and due to the lack
of guarantee from employers that they will be able to
continue employing the trained and vetted foreign worker
for more than one years.
A fee has been proposed for the obligatory participation in
the adaptation-integration course. The course should
become obligatory from 2021; the Ministry of the Interior
will be able to grant exemptions from the obligatory
participation in the course for reasons meriting special
consideration.
The yearly number of visa applications for residence over
90 days for the purpose of business and for the employee
card should be spread out evenly in each calendar month
based on a Government Decree, in the category
of government-approved programmes and in the category
of other applications. If the maximum number
of applications at the respective embassy is reached,
the applications submitted beyond the limit set for
the relevant category will be unacceptable, even if
the maximum number of applications in another category
has not been attained.











The applicant will therefore be able to apply for a different
kind of residence permit. The quotas will not concern
the institute of the intra-company employee transfer card
and the blue card, but the current functional projects
of economic migration within the responsibility
of the Ministry of Industry and Trade will be included.
It has also been proposed to cancel the fee for processing
requests for appointment for submitting an application for
long-term visa and long-term residence in person at
embassies, and to cap the fees for submitting
an application both at embassies and in the Czech
Republic.
In addition, there is criticism for the proposal stipulating
that required documents are to be submitted only in
paper form, since this circumvents the case law
of the Supreme Administrative Court (cf. e.g. ruling no.
1 Azs 339/2017–52) and encumbers the proceedings at
embassies with requirements that go completely against
the development of modern technologies and the egovernment strategy.
Another proposal requires the applicant for an employee
card collecting the residence card to prove that they are
already employed by a specific employer. The objective
of this proposal is to prevent situations where the foreign
national arrives in the Czech Republic and then fails to
start working for the employer at the job position for
which the employee card should be issued. It often
happens in practice that the employer is unaware that
the foreign national has arrived in the Czech Republic
and the employer therefore cannot comply with the legal
obligation of reporting the foreign national to the Labour
Office. The foreign national subsequently uses
the obtained employee card to transfer to another
employer, or misuses it for other purposes (e.g. illegal
work).
The holder of an employee card should now be required
to report a change of employer, work placement or
employment at another job position with the same or
different employer to the Ministry within 30 days before
the change occurs, and no sooner than six months after
the entry into force of the decision to issue
an employment card. The Ministry shall inform the foreign
national and the future employer within 30 days
of the receipt of the announcement whether
the conditions required for the change of employer, work
placement or employment at another job position with
the same or different employer have been met
and whether the foreign national may be employed at this
job position.
The proposal also strikes out the item concerning
the reported address location in the residence card.
The foreign national would continue to be required to
report
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changes in address, but the current address would be
entered in information systems and travel documents.
This would save administrative work related to
the changes of biometric cards (including the fee).
The obligation to keep copies of documents proving
the existence of employment relation at the workplace in
the Czech Republic would also concern a foreign employer
that has assigned its employee to perform work in
the Czech Republic, and the documents that fulfil



this obligation have to be translated into Czech.
The information and record-keeping obligation
and the obligation to keep copies of documents proving
the existence of employment relation at the workplace
would thus be transferred to the foreign employer.
The labour market test before the submission
of an application for an employee card or a blue card
should be shortened to 10 days.
Anastasia Verkhorubova
averkhorubova@deloittece.com

Complications in calculating the super-gross
salary from January 2019
The President of the Czech Republic signed the amendment
to the Income Taxes Act under which employers will have to
distinguish a country in which an employee participates in
a system of compulsory insurance (social security and health
insurance) in calculating prepayments for employment
income tax starting from 1 January 2019. The same procedure
will apply to tax returns from the 2019 taxation period.
Nothing will change for those participating in the compulsory
insurance system in the Czech Republic or a non-European
country: the super-gross salary will be calculated as equal to
the gross taxable income increased by the Czech compulsory
insurance contributions paid by employers, or hypothetical
Czech insurance contributions. If your employee is insured in
another EU Member State, an EEA state or in Switzerland you
will have to adjust the calculation: the super-gross salary will
include the compulsory foreign insurance contribution paid by
employers.

As Member States have different structures of insurance
systems (often consisting of multiple sub-systems) it will be
complicated to find out what amount of insurance
contribution to include. Insurance rates and calculation
methods are different as well. Therefore, the change in salary
calculation will require much attention and effort.
This amendment is a draft proposed by deputies for which
financial administration has not been prepared at all. Some
of you may remember a similar situation, which occurred ten
years ago; however, at that time, the method of calculation
was so difficult to administer that the Ministry of Finance
quickly unified determination of the super-gross salary into
a form prevailing to date. Again, financial administration may
have serious difficulties in reviewing accuracy of prepayments
for employment income tax of employees insured abroad but
employers should not rely on weaknesses on both sides. We
recommend that you undertake all reasonable efforts to set
up your tax prepayment calculations correctly.
Tereza Kavan Klimešová
tklimesova@deloittece.com
Lucie Wadurová
lwadurova@deloittece.com
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News round up
VAT Rates for public transport
The VAT rate for public transport (trains, buses, cableways) is
to be reduced from 15% to 10% with effect from 1 February
2019.

Technical amendment to the VAT Act – passed by
the Chamber of Deputies
The Chamber of Deputies passed a technical amendment to
the VAT Act in the third reading.
The amendment is anticipated to become effective on the first
day of the month following the one in which the amendment
was published in the Collection of Laws (with the exceptions
listed below). The wording of the amendment will be
subsequently considered by the Senate and signed by
the President, with the key changes in the VAT Act being
expected to affect the following areas (as opposed to
the original intentions, the amendment will not modify
the existing VAT treatment of the remuneration of statutory
executives and members of statutory bodies):
Guidance on taxing vouchers (single-purpose and multi-purpose
vouchers)
In the event of single-purpose vouchers, the tax rate (or the fact
that the supply is exempt from tax) and the place of supply are
known at the date of issue. The issuance and any subsequent
transfer of a single-purpose voucher mean the supply of goods
or provision of a service to which the voucher relates. Contrarily,
the issuance and any subsequent transfer of a multi-purpose
voucher (ie a voucher that does not meet the characteristics
of single-purpose vouchers) are not considered the supply
of goods or provision of a service. The actual delivery of goods
or a service on the basis of a multi-purpose voucher is only
considered the supply of goods or provision of a service.
Rules for delivering tax documents
Within the deadline for issuing a tax document, the payer is
obliged to make an effort which may be reasonably required to
deliver the document to the customer. For credit notes, such
an effort is directly a prerequisite for the taxpayer to report
a decrease in the tax base and VAT (on the other hand, it is no
longer necessary to demonstrate to the tax administrator that
the credit note has truly been delivered).
New provisions on the date of taxable supply (ancillary supplies to
leases, long-term supplies)
Pursuant to the amendment, the date of taxable supply in
the event of ancillary supplies to leases (cleaning, security,
reception desk services) may refer to the day on which the lessor
identified the actual amount to be charged for the service
provided. To a certain extent, this is parallel to determining
the date of taxable supply for the supplies of heat, cool, electricity,
gas and/or water.

In the event of long-term supplies, the date of taxable supply is no
later than on the last day of each calendar year following the one
in which the provision of such supply commenced.
The amendment additionally stipulates that this rule will not apply
where a payment has been received in a 12-month period that
gives rise to the payer’s duty to declare tax.
Finance lease definition (effective from 2020)
Agreements with the option (rather than the obligation) to
purchase the subject of the lease should also meet the finance
lease definition on condition that such option actually represents
the only economically favourable choice for the lessee.
Lease of real estate and taxation option restriction (effective from
2021)
The existing legislation allows the payer to apply VAT rather than
a VAT exemption as regards the lease of any immovable property
with the intent of performing the payer’s economic activity.
Nevertheless, after the amendment has taken effect, the tax will no
longer be applicable to the lease of premises intended for
permanent housing.
VAT deduction adjustment in respect of real estate repairs
If an immovable property on which a major repair has been
completed is subject to a supply exempt from VAT within
the deadline for VAT deduction adjustment (10 years), the payer
will be required to adjust the VAT deduction which was originally
claimed. A major repair is a repair for which the value of all
received taxable supplies relating thereto net of tax exceeds CZK
200,000.
VAT deduction claim upon registration
The existing legislation enables a taxable person to utilise a VAT
deduction claim in respect of taxable supplies acquired within
12 months prior to the VAT registration date. With respect to fixed
assets, the amendment will also allow, inter alia, extending
the period to up to five years before the VAT registration date.
Determination of the place of supply on electronically-provided
services
Pursuant to the current legislation, the place of supply of services
electronically provided to a non-taxable person means the place
of establishment of the service recipient. The amendment
stipulates that the above-specified rule shall not apply unless
the value of such electronically-provided services exceeds EUR
10,000 in the relevant or immediately preceding calendar years.
In such a case, the place of supply will be located in the state in
which the service provider has its registered office or
establishment.
Decrease in the VAT rate upon heat delivery (effective from 2020)
The VAT rate for heat supplies will decrease from 15% to 10%.
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Ban on rounding VAT to fifty hellers (effective from the 6th month
following the amendment’s effective date)
Rounding the amount of VAT disclosed on a tax document to fifty
hellers will not be allowed; instead, the amount will need to
remain in hellers.
VAT adjustment in respect of bad receivables
The amendment should expand the opportunities of refunding
VAT to creditors in the event of bad receivables. The amendment
should predominantly remove the required 6-month-period that,
according to the current wording, has to pass between the date on
which the receivable originated and the date of the court decision
on bankruptcy. Besides, it could also be helpful for creditors in
practice that declaration of bankruptcy in respect of the debtor’s
property will no longer be required. It will be sufficient for
the receivable to be the subject of an enforcement procedure.
Changing the person declaring VAT with regard to the supplies
of goods with assembly

General reverse-charge regime directive
In late 2018, a directive was ultimately approved, allowing EU
Member States to generally apply the reverse-change regime
to the local supplies of goods and services for a temporary
period provided that specific conditions have been met.
The Czech Republic has already applied for this option in
a formal manner with the aim of introducing this tax
treatment from mid-2020.

Court of Justice of the European Union
In judgments C-552/17 Alpenchalets Resorts and C-422/17
Skarpa Travel, the Court of Justice of the European Union
defined surprising rules for applying a special scheme to
a travel service. Apparently, the Czech VAT Act partially
departs from those rules (taxation of received advances) but,
partly, it may also be construed in line therewith (applying
the special scheme to the purchase and sale
of accommodation without supplementary services).
Tomáš Brandejs
tbrandejs@deloittece.com

In general, persons not established in the Czech Republic but
registered for Czech VAT purposes will newly have to impose tax
on the supplies of goods with assembly when it comes to sales to
Czech VAT payers.

Free Trade Between the EU and Japan
The Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) concluded
between the EU and Japan on 17 July 2018 will enter into
force on 1 February 2019, which is surprisingly ahead
of the planned date.
Based on the agreement, it will be possible to import to
the EU the majority of products originated in Japan (almost
96% of the customs tariff sub-items) without any customs
duties already from 1 February 2019. Similarly, it will be
possible to import as many as 86% of the kinds of products
originated in the EU to Japan without any customs duties.
It is expected that the agreement will bring to the EU
importers savings on customs costs namely in the area
of import of chemical or electric products as well as cars
and their parts.
The EPA is a comprehensive trade agreement. In addition
to the free trading of goods, the agreement also focuses on
the harmonisation of standards such as certification for
personal vehicles and agricultural products, liberalisation
and simplification of mutual trading with services,
and enhancing investment opportunities between the EU
and Japan by enabling mutual access to public contracts,
protection of intellectual property rights, or the issue
of medium sized enterprises.

The free trading of goods will be based on the preferential
origin of goods, as is the case with other similar agreements.
In this area, the agreement with Japan has numerous specifics
related to both the evidencing of the preferential origin
of goods and the wording of the rules of origin as such. Given
those specific features we recommend that you pay
appropriate attention to the given issue to ensure you can
exploit the benefits arising from the agreement properly
and in a timely manner. Incorrect application
of the preferential origin may result in difficulties for EU
exporters and subsequently, their Japanese customers.
Analogically, an incorrect application of rules on the side
of your Japanese supplier may have an adverse impact on
your company importing the given goods to the EU.
Should you have any doubts in this respect, we recommend
that you also focus on the tariff classification of goods as
the assessment of the preferential origin of goods is mainly
derived therefrom.
Should you need any clarification or assistance in this area we
will be pleased to help you.
Petra Závalová
pzavalova@deloittece.com
Olga Kalousová
okalousova@deloittece.com
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Changes in the Implementation of Double Tax
Treaties Applicable From 2019 Onwards
On 1 January 2019, the new Treaty for the Avoidance
of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with
Respect to Taxes on Income and Capital that the Czech
Republic signed in 2016 with Turkmenistan will start to be
implemented.
The principal concepts of the treaty include:
A time limit for forming a permanent establishment
of 12 months for construction projects and 6 months for
services;
 Withholding tax on passive income of 10 % at maximum
(exceptions apply to interest); and
 Application of the credit method in respect of double
taxation.
Furthermore, from the New Year onwards, the most-favourednation clause treatment will be applied in relation to
the Treaty for the Avoidance of Double Taxation


and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on
Income and Capital between the Czech Republic and Chile
(specifically Section 11 (7) of the Treaty which makes it
possible to apply more favourable terms based on the treaty
signed at a later date between Chile and Japan). As a result,
from 1 January 2019 onwards, provided all the stipulated
conditions are met, the rate of 10% of gross interest will be
applied between the Czech Republic and the Republic
of Chile for the purposes of Section 11 (2) (b) of the above
stated tax treaty.
In this context, the Ministry of Finance has also updated
the Summary of Valid Treaties, which is available on
its website.
Tereza Tomanová
ttomanova@deloittece.com

ECOFIN Discusses Digital Services Tax
One of the agenda topics discussed by the ECOFIN Council
during its meeting of 3 December 2018 was the proposal on
the taxation of digital services.
Earlier this year, on 21 March 2018, the concept for
the taxation of digital services was presented by the European
Commission. The concept was based around two directives,
that is, 1) a directive stipulating taxable presence in the form
of a digital permanent establishment, and 2) the collection
of indirect digital services tax (DST) at 3% of the income arising
from certain types of digital services.
The origination of a digital permanent establishment in
the territory of a particular state could occur if the number
of users of a specific digital technology exceeds
100,000 thousand, if the technology generates profits of over
EUR 7,000 thousand, and at the same time, the number
of contracts for the provision of the given technology
concluded with businesses exceeds 3,000. The areas in which
DST may be applied include income arising from the sale
of online advertising space, income from the sale of data
attained in the course of digital activity, and income arising
from the mediation of digital activities that enable interaction
with other users and that facilitate their trading. The collection
of the provisional tax ought to include solely companies with
global annual taxable income exceeding EUR 750 million,

of which the portion taxable in the EU amounts to EUR 50
million. The aim of these limits is to ensure that
the provisional tax does not affect newly established and fast
growing companies.
ECOFIN’s discussion reflects the proposal presented by
Germany and France, according to which indirect DST would
be solely a temporary solution effective up to the point at
which international consent is achieved (principally at the level
of OECD, G7 and G20 countries). Pursuant to Germany’s
and France’s proposal, the directive introducing DST should
be approved no later than in March 2019 so that it can
become effective from January 2021, unless a multinational
solution is identified by then. In the event that a mutual crosscountry solution is found prior to 1 January 2021,
the implementation of the directive introducing DST will be
discontinued and the directive will become null and void
starting 2025.
The Czech Republic has been supporting the full scope
international solution at the OECD level. Nevertheless, it has
also expressed its willingness to continue the negotiations
of the motion raised by Germany and France, if DST gets
introduced solely for a limited period of time. Conversely,
Ireland is one of the countries opposing the proposal
of introducing DST. On the other hand, the submitted
proposals on taxing income from digital services provoke
a number of
8
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speculations as to how the one or the other system would
work simultaneously with the currently-valid double taxation
treaties and the rules stipulated by national legislations
of individual states.
Moreover, the EU is not the only territory where the proposal
to introduce an indirect tax on income arising from certain
types of digital services has been considered. Similar
proposals have been presented, for instance, by Mexico

and the United Kingdom (which is soon going to cease being
an EU member state). The next ECOFIN meeting is scheduled
to take place on 22 January 2019.
We will keep you informed on the developments in
the taxation of digital services.
Kateřina Novotná
knovotna@deloittece.com

News round up
European Court upholds Spanish state aid decision
On 15 November 2018, the General Court of the European
Union upheld the European Commission’s decision in
Deutsche Telekom AG that Spanish tax provisions allowing for
the amortisation of financial goodwill of foreign acquisitions
constituted illegal state aid, even though the advantage which
they provide for is accessible to all undertakings liable for
corporation tax in Spain.

OECD – BEPS Action 5 Harmful tax practice
On 15 November 2018, the OECD announced updates to
the results of the preferential regime reviews of BEPS inclusive
framework members carried out by the Forum on Harmful
Tax Practices. A total of 246 regimes have now been reviewed
by the FHTP, and the results reflect that work is continuing to
eliminate harmful tax practices and ensure that preferential
regimes are available only to substantial activities that do not
pose risks of harmful competition to others. An updated set
of conclusions on the reviews is available on the OECD
website. OECD also announced a new global standard from
the inclusive framework that aims to prevent business
activities from being relocated to “no or only nominal tax”
jurisdictions to avoid the “substantial activities” requirement
that applies to preferential regimes for geographically mobile
income.

OECD: MLI-synthesised tax treaty texts guidance
On 14 November 2018, the OECD released guidance on
the development of synthesised texts to clarify the impact
of the Multilateral Convention to Implement Tax Treaty
Related Measures to Prevent Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
(MLI) on existing tax treaties. The OECD announcement on
the new guidance notes that the MLI currently covers
84 jurisdictions and that it will enter into effect on
1 January 2019 for 47 tax treaties that have been concluded
among the 15 jurisdictions that have deposited their MLI
acceptance or ratification instruments thus far.
The “synthesised text” for a tax treaty that will be modified by
the MLI (a “covered tax agreement”) is intended to be a single
document that includes the text of the covered tax
agreement, including the text of relevant amending
instruments; the elements of the MLI that affect the covered
tax agreement as a result of the MLI positions taken by
the contracting jurisdictions; and information on the dates on
which the MLI’s provisions will be effective in each contracting
jurisdiction. The guidance sets forth

a recommended approach for preparing synthesized texts, as
well as some sample language that could be used in
synthesised texts. It aims to ensure that governments that
wish to clarify the interpretation and application of their
covered tax agreements can produce synthesised texts in
a consistent way.

UK consults on DST
On 7 November 2018, a consultation was launched on
the detailed design and implementation of a DST to be
introduced from April 2020. The consultation closes on
28 February 2019. The DST of 2% will be levied on the gross
third-party revenues of in-scope digital business activities to
reflect the value derived from UK users. The tax will apply to
both UK and non-UK resident entities receiving relevant UK
revenues. The UK government is committed to discussions at
the OECD and international levels and will only apply the UK
DST until an international solution is in place. The measure is
targeted at businesses that, on a group-wide basis, generate
more than GBP 500 million in global revenues from in-scope
business activities; and GBP 25 million in revenues from inscope business activities linked to the participation of UK
users (“UK revenues”.) Businesses will not pay UK DST on
the first GBP 25 million of their UK revenues.

German: downstream merger with foreign shareholders is
taxable
On 21 November 2018, Germany’s federal tax court (BFH)
ruled on the tax consequences of a downstream merger
of a German corporation with foreign shareholders,
confirming the position of the tax authorities that such
a merger generally triggers a taxable capital gain. Tax neutral
treatment of a merger is available upon request provided
the following conditions are fulfilled: (i) the assets transferred
are subject to German taxation at the level of the receiving
entity; and (ii) future German taxation of the capital gains from
the sale of the assets at the level of the receiving entity is not
restricted or limited. Because the conditions for tax neutral
treatment of the merger are not fulfilled, the downstream
merger triggers German capital gains taxation with regard to
the shares in the surviving entity, under which such gains
should be 95% tax-exempt, with the remaining 5% subject to
the general approximate 30% corporate income tax and trade
tax rate.
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Netherlands: new tax ruling practice

Switzerland: new rulings

On 22 November 2018, the Dutch State Secretary of Finance
announced significant changes to the international tax ruling
practice to apply as from 1 July 2019. The new measures
relate to the transparency, procedure and content of rulings
of an international nature (“international tax rulings”).
Information on rulings currently is exchanged between tax
authorities under EU rules and the Netherlands’ tax treaties.
However, due to an increased emphasis on transparency,
the State Secretary has announced that an anonymised
summary of all international tax rulings will be made publicly
available (modelled on the Belgian practice). It should not be
possible to trace any summary back to a specific taxpayer,
and the government will safeguard taxpayers’ privacy
and confidentiality of personal data.

As from 1 January 2019, no new rulings will be granted for
Swiss principal company regimes that are governed by
Circular Letter No. 8 and for Swiss finance branch regimes.
Existing rulings for these regimes are scheduled to sunset on
1 January 2020 as part of the Swiss tax reform. In line with
Swiss legislative procedures, the final Swiss Tax Reform
and AHV Financing bill (“TRAF”) bill is subject to a potential
referendum (public vote). Such a referendum must be called if
at least 50,000 voter signatures requesting a referendum be
held are collected before the deadline of 19 January 2019. If
a referendum is called, which currently seems likely, a popular
vote is scheduled on 19 May 2019. If no referendum is
required or the TRAF is approved by a popular vote in May,
the Swiss Federal Council will enact all measures of the TRAF,
including the sunset of all special tax regimes, as from 1
January 2020.

US: new regulations
The US Internal Revenue Service released proposed
regulations on 26 and 28 November 2018 respectively, on
two provisions of the December 2017 tax reform legislation;
the foreign tax credits for businesses and individuals,
and limits on the deduction for business interest expenses for
certain taxpayers for tax years beginning after 31 December
2017. The legislation made a number of modifications to
the foreign tax credit rules for 2018 and subsequent years to
reflect the new international tax rules. The deadline for
comments on the proposed regulations will be 60 days after
they are published in the federal register.
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Ministers have Approved a Proposed Act in
the Event of a No-deal Brexit
The proposed act that relates to UK nationals living in
the Czech Republic has been approved by the government
and sent to the parliament. The government will require that
the deputies approve the act in a fast-track procedure during
a single reading.
The proposed act introduces a transitional period until
the end of 2020, during which the UK nationals would, in
the event of a “hard Brexit” – ie, if the United Kingdom left
the European Union with no deal in late March 2019 – retain
their rights in the Czech Republic as EU nationals in respect
of permanent residence permits, entering into marriage,
applying for citizenship, supplementary pension insurance,
work permits and recognising qualifications. The proposed act
stipulates that UK nationals wishing to lawfully reside in
the Czech Republic during the transitional period should
apply

with the Czech Ministry of the Interior (the Asylum
and Migration Policy Department) for a certificate validating
their temporary residence in the Czech Republic no later than
on 29 March 2019.
The United Kingdom will leave the European Union on
29 March, following a deal with the EU, for which Prime
Minister Theresa May has yet to find sufficient support.
We will keep you informed as the situation develops.
Inka Joslová
ijoslova@deloittece.com
Anastasia Verkhorubova
averkhorubova@deloittece.com

Computerisation of contact with officials
The Department of Asylum and Migration Policy continues to
work on improving the efficiency of electronic communication.
The Ministry of the Interior has already introduced
an electronic system for requesting appointments at
the Department of Asylum and Migration Policy and it
currently strives for its expansion to include other tasks, such
as monitoring the status of the application online and – within
a few years – the electronic submission of applications,

for which the Ministry of the Interior intends to obtain a grant
from the European Union. It will not be possible to use
appointments arranged electronically for representing
a foreign national based on a power of attorney, i.e.
The foreign national will have to attend in person. The number
of officials responding to requests on the telephone
information line and by email has unfortunately been
reduced.
Anastasia Verkhorubova
averkhorubova@deloittece.com

Ruling of the Constitutional Court
The Constitutional Court cancelled certain provisions
of the Act on the Residence of Foreign Nationals and the Act
on Asylum. Following the proposal of a group of 18 senators,
the ruling of the Constitutional Court of 27 November 2018,
file no. Pl. ÚS 41/17, cancelled certain provisions of the Act on
the Residence of Foreign Nationals and the Act on Asylum
that were changed by Amendment Act No. 222/2017 Coll.
As for the Act on the Residence of Foreigners,
the Constitutional Court has declared Section 169 (1) j) to be
unconstitutional. According to this provision, it was possible to

discontinue the administrative proceedings on residence
permit, if the foreign national who is a family member
of a Czech citizen requested the issuance of a temporary
residence permit or a permanent residence permit despite
not being authorised to stay on the territory of the Czech
Republic, or despite having been ordered to leave the Czech
Republic by a removal order. According to the legislature,
the objective of this provision was to improve the efficiency
of administrative proceedings, since it does not make sense to
continue proceedings on residence permit if the foreign
national without a residence permit has left the country.
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An additional objective according to the legislature was
supposed to be the regulation of migration, since this should
allow foreign nationals to obtain a short-term residence
option.
However, the Constitutional Court has concluded that that as
a result of this change, foreign nationals were essentially
deprived of the possibility of a court review of whether or not
they met the conditions for residence, and they retained only
the right to a court review of the materialisation of reasons for
discontinuing the proceedings. The Constitutional Court
therefore found this provision of the Act on the Residence
of Foreign Nationals to be contrary to Article 36 (1) and (2)
and Article 10 (2) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights
and Freedoms.

these provisions, if the detention of a foreign national or
asylum seeker has been terminated, the proceedings on
administrative action could be discontinued, since the end
of restriction (deprivation) of liberty fulfils the objective set by
the action. As a result of this provision, foreign nationals
and asylum seekers were deprived of the option to require
compensation from the state for illegal deprivation
or restriction of liberty and the possibility to require
the performance of a full review of the encroachment on
fundamental rights and freedoms. Referring in particular to
the extensive case law of the European Court of Human
Rights, the Constitutional Court cancelled the challenged
provisions, especially due to their conflict with Article 36 (1)
of the Charter.

In addition, the Constitutional Court cancelled Section 172 (6)
of the Act on the Residence of Foreign Nationals and Section
46a (9) and Section 37 (8) of the Act on Asylum. According to

Anastasia Verkhorubova
averkhorubova@deloittece.com

Tax liabilities – February 2019
February
Monday, 11

Excise tax

Tax maturity for December 2018 (excluding excise tax on alcohol)

Thursday, 14

Intrastat

The Intrastat statement for January 2019, paper version

Friday, 15

Income tax

To make a taxpayer's statement of personal income tax from a dependent
activity for the tax year 2019 and to file an application for the annual
settlement of advance tax and the tax advantage for the tax year 2018

Monday, 18

Intrastat

The Intrastat statement for January 2019, electronic version

Wednesday, 20

Income tax

Monthly payment of deducted advance payments on personal income tax
from employment

Monday, 25

Value added tax

Tax return and tax for 4th quarter and for January 2019
Summary report for 4th quarter and for January 2019
Control report for 4th quarter and for January 2019

Energy taxes

Tax return and tax maturity on gas, solid fuels and electricity for January
2019

Excise tax

Tax maturity for December 2018 (only the excise tax on alcohol)
Tax return for January 2019
Tax return for claiming of refund of Excise tax for example on fuel oil
and other petrol (benzine) for January 2019 (if applicable)

Thursday, 28

Income tax

Withholding tax payment based on special tax rate for January 2019
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Tax liabilities – March 2019
March
Friday, 1

Income tax

Submission of income tax from employment settlement for taxable period 2018

Tuesday, 12

Excise tax

Tax maturity for January 2019 (excluding excise tax on alcohol)

Thursday, 14

Intrastat

The Intrastat statement for February 2019, paper version

Friday, 15

Income tax

Quarterly advance payment on tax

Monday, 18

Intrastat

The Intrastat statement for February 2019, electronic version

Wednesday, 20

Income tax

Monthly payment of deducted advance payments on personal income tax from
employment
E-submission of income tax from employment settlement for taxable period 2018

Monday, 25

Value added tax

Tax return and tax for February 2019
EC Sales List for February 2019
VAT control statement for February 2019

Excise tax

Tax return for February 2019
Tax return for claiming of refund of excise tax for example on fuel oil and other petrol
(benzine) for February 2019 (if applicable)

Wednesday, 27

Energy taxes

Tax return and tax maturity on gas, solid fuels and electricity for February 2019

Excise tax

Tax maturity for January 2019 (only the excise tax on alcohol)

Contacts
If you have any questions concerning the items in this publication, please contact your regular Deloitte Tax contact or one
of the following experts:
Direct Taxes
Jaroslav Škvrna
jskvrna@deloittece.com

Local Sales / Purchases Report
Jaroslav Beneš jbenes@deloittece.com

Zbyněk Brtinský
zbrtinsky@deloittece.com
Miroslav Svoboda
msvoboda@deloittece.com
Marek Romancov
mromancov@deloittece.com
LaDana Edwards
ledwards@deloittece.com
Tomas Seidl
tseidl@deloittece.com
Indirect Taxes
Adham Hafoudh
ahafoudh@deloittece.com
Radka Mašková
rmaskova@deloittece.com

Deloitte Advisory, s. r. o.
Nile House, Karolinská 654/2,
186 00 Prague 8 - Karlín,
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 246 042 500
Subscribe to dReport and other newsletters.
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Grants & Incentives news

Latest Schedule of OP PIK Calls
The table below presents the latest schedule of the calls already announced under the Enterprise and Innovations
for Competitiveness Operational Programme (“OP PIK”), including the deadlines for submitting applications for subsidy
in individual programmes.
Programme name

Programme focus

Type of call

Subsidised
territory

Types
of recipients*

Planned deadline for
submitting subsidy
applications

’Property’ Call III

Subsidy for modernising production Ongoing
premises and renovating the existing
obsolete business infrastructure
and brownfield sites

Czech Republic SME
outside
the capital city
of Prague

From 22 October 2018
to 22 May 2019

’Energy Savings in Heat
Supply Systems’ Call III

Subsidy for renovating
Ongoing
and expanding heat supply systems
and increasing the efficiency
of cogeneration of heat and power

Czech Republic SME, LE
outside
the capital city
of Prague

From 11 June 2018
to 31 March 2019

’Energy Savings’ Call IV

Subsidy for activities related to final Ongoing
energy consumption savings

Czech Republic SME, LE
outside
the capital city
of Prague

From 2 July 2018
to 29 April 2019

’Renewable Energy
Sources’ Call IV

Subsidy for projects relating to
Ongoing
production and distribution
of energy generated from renewable
sources

Czech Republic SME, LE
outside
the capital city
of Prague

From 3 August 2018
to 29 March 2019

’ICT and Shared Services – Subsidy for establishing
Establishing
and operation of shared service
and Operation of Shared centres
Service Centres’ Call IV

Ongoing

Czech Republic SME, LE
outside
the capital city
of Prague

From 28 August 2018
to 28 May 2019

’ICT and Shared Services – Subsidy for modernisation
Construction
and establishment of data centres
and Modernisation of Data
Centres’ Call IV

Ongoing

Czech Republic SME, LE
outside
the capital city
of Prague

From 31 August 2018
to 31 May 2019

* SME – small and medium-sized enterprises, LE – large enterprises
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2019 Schedule of OP PIK Calls
Concurrently, the schedule of OP PIK Calls for 2019 has been updated. The table below lists a number of anticipated calls, including
the deadlines for submitting subsidy applications in individual programmes.
Programme name

Programme focus

Subsidised
territory

Types
of recipients*

‘Innovation’ Call VII

Subsidy for the purchase
Ongoing
of production technology with
the purpose of launching new or
innovated products into
production and on the market

Czech Republic
outside
the capital city
of Prague

SME, LE with
From 3 June 2019
a relation to
to 30 August 2019
the environment

Ongoing

Czech Republic
outside
the capital city
of Prague

SME, LE

From 3 June 2019
to 27 December 2019

‘Application’ Call VII

Subsidy for conducting industrial Ongoing
research and experimental
development

Czech Republic
outside
the capital city
of Prague

SME, LE

From 1 September 2019
to 31 December 2019

‘Energy Savings’ Call V

Subsidy for activities relating to
Ongoing
final energy consumption savings

Czech Republic
outside
the capital city
of Prague

SME, LE

From 2 September 2019
to 30 April 2020

‘Technology – Industry
4.0 ’ Call XI

Subsidy for non-production
Ongoing
technologies and their integration
in the production process

Czech Republic
outside
the capital city
of Prague

SME

From 6 December 2019
to 30 April 2020

Czech Republic
outside
the capital city
of Prague

SME, LE

From 1 November 2019
to 1 April 2020

‘Energy Savings in Heat Subsidy for renovating
Supply Systems’ Call III and expanding of heat supply
systems, and increasing
the efficiency of cogeneration
of heat and power

‘ICT in Enterprises’ Call VI Subsidy for acquiring new
technology and services in
the area of IS/ICT solutions

Type
of call

Ongoing

Planned deadline for
submitting aid applications

Please find below detailed information on
selected calls which are currently published.
Technology

Subsidies cover tangible and intangible fixed assets.

In December, the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech
Republic published Call IX within the Technology programme.

The level of support per project:

Eligible applicants include small and medium-sized
enterprises.
Activities subsidised within the call involve acquisitions of new
machinery, technology equipment and integration of those
technologies into the production process by means
of autonomous two-way communication. The subsidy is not
intended for pure renewals of the existing machinery with
zero degree of innovation.




A maximum of 45% of eligible costs for small enterprises.
A maximum of 35% of eligible costs for medium-sized
enterprises.

The amount of subsidy per project ranges between
CZK 1 million and CZK 20 million.
Subsidy applications may be sent from 11 March 2019
to 13 June 2019. This is an ongoing call.
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Low-Carbon Technologies
On 30 November, the Ministry of Industry and Trade
of the Czech Republic published four calls under
the Low Carbon Technologies programme, specifically:





Energy Accumulation;
Secondary Raw Materials;
Electromobility;
Converting Biogas to Biomethane and injecting it into
the network.

Eligible applicants include small and medium-sized
and large enterprises and except for the “Electromobility”
call also publically-owned entities.
Energy Accumulation – Innovative activities focused on
introducing energy accumulation technologies are supported
within this call. The aim relates to, for example, machinery
and equipment, underground utilities, engineering activities
and construction.
The support is provided in the de minimis regime. The level
of support per project is as follows:




A maximum of 80% of eligible costs for small enterprises;
A maximum of 70% of eligible costs for medium-sized
enterprises;
A maximum of 60% of eligible costs for large enterprises.

Subsidy applications may be sent from 3 December 2018
to 31 May 2019. This is an ongoing call.
Secondary Raw Materials
Supported activities within this call include projects focused
on introducing innovative technologies to extract secondary
raw materials, introducing innovative technologies to produce
products from secondary raw materials, effective extraction
of valuable secondary raw materials from used products.
The subsidy covers, for example, machinery and equipment,
underground utilities, engineering activities and construction.
The amount of subsidy per project ranges between CZK
1 million and CZK 100 million. The level of support per project
is as follows:




A maximum of 45% of eligible costs for small enterprises;
A maximum of 35% of eligible costs for medium-sized
enterprises;
A maximum of 25% of eligible costs for large enterprises.

Applications for subsidy may be sent from 3 December 2019
to 31 May 2019. This is an ongoing call.
Electromobility
Supported activities within this call include innovative
technologies in the area of low-carbon transportation, ie
purchasing an electromobile from supported road vehicle
categories and acquiring non-public (rapid) charging stations

with a possibility of adding an electromobile accumulator.
The subsidy covers, for example, acquisitions of vehicles,
machinery and equipment, underground utilities
and engineering activities.
The amount of subsidy per project ranges between
CZK 50 thousand and CZK 10 million. The level of support
per project is as follows:




A maximum of 75% of eligible costs for small enterprises;
A maximum of 65% of eligible costs for medium-sized
enterprises;
A maximum of 55% of eligible costs for large enterprises.

Subsidy applications may be sent from 3 December 2019 to
31 May 2019. This is an ongoing call.
Converting Biogas to Biomethane and injecting it into
the network
Activities supported within this call include technologies for
converting biogas to biomethane and injecting it into
the distribution network or filling it within the local
infrastructure. The subsidy covers, for example, construction
project documentation, underground utilities, technologies for
converting biogas to biomethane, ancillary budget costs
and engineering activities under construction.
The amount of subsidy ranges from CZK 500,000 to
CZK 35 million. The provided support will correspond to
the difference between eligible expenses and operating
profits from investments.
Subsidy applications may be sent from 3 December 2019
to 30 September 2019. This is an ongoing call.

Marketing
In late December, the Ministry of Industry and Trade
of the Czech Republic published Call IV within the Marketing
programme.
Eligible applicants include small and medium-sized
enterprises.
Activities supported within this call involve participation in
foreign exhibitions and trade fairs aimed at facilitating
the company’s access of foreign markets and related services,
such as transportation of exhibits, exhibition stand including
equipment to and back from the trade fair or exhibition
abroad, promotional marketing materials etc.
The subsidy may be provided to no more than
10 participations at foreign trade fairs and exhibitions.
The level of support per project amounts to no more than
50% of eligible expenses. The amount of subsidy ranges from
CZK 200 thousand to CZK 4 million.
Subsidy applications may be sent from 1 March 2019 to
31 May 2019. This is an ongoing call.
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New Innovative Programmes
TREND programme

Environment for Life

The Research, Development and Innovation Council approved
a new programme, “TREND”, supporting industrial research
and experimental development. The programme is patronised
by the Ministry of the Industry and Trade of the Czech
Republic but will be implemented by the Technology Agency
of the Czech Republic.

Furthermore, the Research, Development and Innovation
Council approved the Environment for Life programme, which
is patronised by the Ministry of the Environment of the Czech
Republic but will also be implemented by the Technology
Agency of the Czech Republic.

The programme aims to support implementing the outcomes
of industrial research and experimental development into
practice and access new markets. New digital technology
increasing the degree of automation and robotisation will rank
among supported activities. The programme budget is
CZK 15 billion, with the programme duration of eight years.

The programme aims to respond to the current climate
issues. Aid will be provided to projects focusing on air, soil
and water protection as well as waste management.
The programme budget is CZK 5 billion, with the programme
duration of nine years.

Extending the effectiveness of regulations
governing public support
In 2020, substantial parts of regulations defining the provision
of public support shall become ineffective. These regulations
contribute to a faster and simpler application of rules for
providing public support by individual EU member states.
Nevertheless, the European Commission shall extend
the effectiveness of those regulations by two years.

Simultaneously, the assessment of those regulations will
commence in the form of “fitness check”, facilitating
the European Commission’s decision as to requiring further
updates of those rules. The extension primarily relates to
the General Block Exemption Regulation (GBER), the De
Minimis Regulation and Guidance on State Aid for 2014-2020.

Contacts
If these issues relate to your company, we would be happy to provide you with more detailed information.
Feel free to contact us at any time
Grants CZ

Incentives

Luděk Hanáček
lhanacek@deloittece.com

Daniela Hušáková
dhusakova@deloittece.com

Antonín Weber
antoweber@deloittece.com
Grants and Incentives SK
Martin Rybar
mrybar@deloittece.com

Deloitte Advisory, s. r. o.
Nile House, Karolinská 654/2,
186 00 Prague 8 - Karlín,
Czech Republci
Tel.: +420 246 042 500
Subscribe to dReport and other newsletters.
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